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About This Game

Being able to control fate would be a blessing for many. To Miyon, it is her greatest curse.

East and West Taria are in conflict, and Miyon's power is the key to their victory. Meanwhile, Gai has been sold by his family into
Miyon's temple. Will the two save or destroy one another?

* * *

The third game developed by InvertMouse, this time with branching narratives. Join Gai and Miyon in their struggle against
fate. May you find the experience worthwhile!
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Woooooow! Endless creativity and fun! Lots and lots of props, characters. Great use of animation to help speed up the character
posing process.. As a big fan of Starflight \/ Star Control series this game was very interesting to me.

A word of warning. This is pretty complex and definitely not "casual". You will have to learn and think a lot.
My biggest issue with the game are the unresponsive and awkward controls of the minigames. This makes it pretty difficult and
frustrating to collect resources. I don't know if that is intended to make the game "more challenging". But for me its the biggest
weakness and it makes it difficult for me to recommend the game to anyone. So I can only recommend it when you have a
certain frustration tolerance.

Pros:
Very deep gameplay. Longest and most detailed Tutorial I can remember having ever played. (Good thing!).
Good simulation aspect. Many stats to track an keep in mind. Satisfying to "level something up" or to find\/buy Equipment.
Easy to learn, hard to master.
Seems not dependent on "luck". But it depends on your "reflexes" an this can be a bit frustrating (bad controls).
Many short "minigames" for different kinds of anomalies to aquire different kinds of resources.
Beating the game unlocks new stuff.
Well designed interface. Albeit there is plenty information to show its clear and concise. Once you got the hang of it.
Many and detailed tooltips for each control or display. So its easier to learn the ropes of the game.
Lots of replayability. You cant discover everything in a single playthrough (time limit)
Time only flows at sepcial actions so the game waits for your input. No stress or hurry. Enough time to plan, compare and
decide. (excluding most Minigames).

Cons:
The things you can fly to in a star system are difficult to distinguish from the background. But there is also a list available.
The graphics is very "bare bone". Decide wether you can live with that. This is clearly a game which values gameplay over
appearance.
Some of the minigames to collect resources are difficult, hectic and annoying (because of the controls). This is the only issue
which lowers my fun playing. But probably you get better at it over time.
The controls of planet lander and away team rely on moving foward by moving mouse way from center. Here a button + strafing
would be way more convenient. I can hardly fire in the direction I want.
There are not really quests, story fragments or unique events that make the game feel consistent. The events (anomalies, distress
ships) are just generic and plain. I don't even know why I have to destroy the arch enemy. So you don't follow a story or lore but
its just resource management and leveling up through minigames.
This game tries to be a rogue like. Thus you are supposed to loose everything for every little mistake. I generally find this pretty
unfair and it seems the developers of such games don't value the time of their customers. I would find it more user friendly
when there where a load button to load the last save. Now I have to Alt+F4 when things go bad and start the game again.
Frustrating.
Since the game is a bit repetitive (resource grind) I can't imagine to win it 6 times to unlock the next of the 8 levels. For
completing it you must have plenty of free time and a strong will I guess ;).

Summary:
Complex indie space adventure\/simulation game. Lots of depth, fun, replay value and fairly priced. Some little quircks
(controls, missing story) but nonetheless clearly recommended.

Note: I play with Steam in offline mode. So the counted game time is not correct. I have at least 10 hours in the game so far..
Disclaimer: I have no interest in online multiplayer. So here we go.

Pros:
+ Great for those who like old school beat em ups/gaming history
+ Collection of games is genuinely solid
+ Production values and optimization holds up
+ Games are easy to pick up and play, but still cathartic and fun
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+ Armored Warriors and Battle Circuit are worth it alone (And my personal favorites out of the seven)

Neutral:
_ No Licensed Beat Em Ups such Aliens vs. Predator

Cons:
- Online Lag can happen depending on your connection
- Could use some more extras with concept art and the like

If this looks even remotely interesting to you, you will enjoy it. Has issues, but it does more right than wrong. The Capcom Beat
Em' Up Bundle is a fun time.. Dispite all these bad reviews I really am enjoying the game.

I was pleasantly surprised how good this was for the price..

Looks stunning @ 3840 x 2560 maxed out .. I get steady 75fps even when flying close to capital ships,astroid fields and plantet's
look awesome.

The game has presence and feels emersive, the hud is cool, even with the odd cinamatics adds to the action along with the voice
acting and music sound are good (except the Ai voice in 1st training sinario but gets better).

Trackir works great and the xbox contoller works flawlessly too. I have Worthog hotas but im happy with the xbox control

I loved Freespace back in the day ... I'm really liking this too, and some.

Also just a 1 man Developer .. Wow just Wow.. Gem of a space Sim Imho.. I really wanna like this game, especially since it's so
super cute, but unfortunalte none of the achievements work and neither does the in-game level editor. It's also generally not
really fun, given that sometimes monster of a different color will walk into you (cornering) and you'll die. Not so cool. D:
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Its Dead.... I really like this game it is one of my favourites. as you might be able to tell with how many hours I've played. The
only thing I would change is I would like more middle class white male avatars.. Although it's basically a game for achievement
hunters I like it as it focuses on chemistry. It is a nice throwback when it comes to the periodic table we all studied at primary
school. With multiple language support and other game modes (such as time trial) this could be even more interesting. The
developer has some more similar games - since I have pets I checked the one focusing on dogs and cats.. the only original thing
in this game is the copy and paste skill of those who make this game.... It would sound a lot better if I could download it.. best
game ever. 10/10 time killer. this game is great, I played job simulator and albeit the few issues it had it was still great, the devs
took everything wrong about job simulator and made it great, really outdid themselves here, if you have a VR buy this game.
Recommended if you liked Confess My Love, which would be good to have played before this. Transparent Black is darker,
though.
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